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SLSP2013 Paper  and Today’s Talk

• Following contents are not included because 
of the space /time limitations.

– Fast approximation algorithm for the marginalized 
Viterbi Algorithm (AVA) 

– Experiment using real data
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Hierarchical Hidden Markov Models (HHMMs)
[Fine et al. 1998]

• A generalization of HMMs with a hierarchical state space
– Each state at the upper levels generates an HMM.

• Can represent multiple time scale structure of many time 
series data.

Level 1: words

Level 2:phones

Level 3:
Sub-phones

：state

→：Horizontal Transition
：Vertical Transition
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Research Objectives

• We consider the problem of finding the most 
likely state sequence for hierarchical HMMs.

• The generalized Viterbi algorithm (GVA) finds 
the most likely whole level state sequence.

• We propose a marginalized Viterbi algorithm 
(MVA), which finds the most likely upper level 
state sequence.

• MVA is more accurate than GVA in terms of 
upper level state sequence estimation. 



Marginalizing irrelevant lower level states
- two level static hierarchical model -

q1 

q2 

o 

• Gaussian mixture speaker model for speaker identification 
[Reynolds 1995].

– the top level state,      , stands for a speaker s, 

– the second level state,  , stands for a

component c of the Gaussian mixture model:

• Given an observation             , the most likely 

estimation for speaker identification is

where                                         is obtained by  

that is, by marginalizing , an irrelevant second level state.
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How an HHMM generates
a sequence of observations (1/2)

• (step 1) Start: we start from the root node, Time t=1.
• (Step 2) Vertical transition : a transition occurs from the current 

state (an internal state)to a child state in the lower level. If the 
destination is an internal state, further transitions to lower level 
states occur until a production state is reached.

• (Step 3)  Output symbol emission: the production state emits an 
output symbol o_t.  Time t is incremented by 1.

：Internal State

：Production State

：End State

：Vertical Tr.

：Horizontal Tr.

：Forced Tr. 



How an  HHMM generates 
a sequence of observations (2/2)

• (Step 4) Horizontal transition: a transition to a state within the same 
level occurs.

If the destination is an internal state, we go back to Step2
if the detination is a production state, we go back to Step 3
If the destination is an end state, we proceed to Step 5.

• (Step 5) Forced transition: A forced transition occurs to the upper 
level parent state which has initiated the current level state 
transitions, and we go back to Step 4. 

：Internal State

：Production State

：End State

：Vertical Tr.

：Horizontal Tr.

：Forced Tr. 



HHMM: DBN Representation （１）

words

Phones

sub-
phones

State transition diagram

DBN Representation

t-1 t t+1
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• The original inference algorithm for HHMMs is not efficient.

– O(T3) time for state estimation, 

• Murphy et al. devised a DBN representation for HHMMs.

• Thanks to DBN representation, a linear time (O(T) ) inference 
algorithm becomes available.



HHMM: DBN Representation （2）

words

Phones

sub-
phones

State transition diagram

DBN Representation

t-1 t t+1

Q = q1

1:D,q2

1:D,...,qT
1:D{ }
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• The state of the HHMM in level d and at time t is denoted by

,where d is the hierarchy index.

• the top level has d = 1, and the bottom level has d = D.



words

phones

sub-
phones

State Transition Diagram

DBN Representaion

Sequence of indicator vectors 

F = f1
2:D, f2

2:D,..., fT
2:D{ }

A transition to an end state causes
a state transition in the upper level
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t-1 t t+1

HHMMs: DBN representation（3）

is an indicator variable which is equal to 1 if has 
transitioned to its end state, and is 0 otherwise.



words

phones

sub-
phones

state transition diagram

DBN representation
Sequence of observations O = o1,o2,...,oT{ }
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t-1 t t+1

HHMMs: DBN representation（4）
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Generalized Viterbi Algorithm (GVA)

• GVA is a direct extension of the Viterbi algorithm to 
HHMMs.

• GVA finds the most likely sequence of states in all levels 
(1,2,..,D), including those in the lower levels

• O(T) running time



Marginalized Viterbi Algorithm (MVA)

• In hierarchical models, upper level states usually 
convey more important information.

• MVA finds the most likely upper level state sequence 
by marginalizing the lower level state sequences.

: upper levels

: lower levels

• O(T2) running time



t1 t2 t2+1 t1+1 t1-1 

end end 

Level 1

Level 2

Segments 



MVA for 2 level HHMM：
Algorithm Detail

• Computing                                                           defined below plays 
a central role in MVA:

N1 : the total number of level 1 states

• is the log probability of the most likely level 1 state sequence 

– which starts from the initial state, 

– emits o1,...,ot, and 

– ends at time t, when the level 1 state is i and the level 2 state 
transitions to its end state (i.e. t is an end time of a segment). 





is a transition probability for level 1 states.
is the log probability that                is emitted by lower

level state seqeunces generated by the upper level state i.

Dynamic Program for computing 

τ is the end time of the segment just before 
the segment  which ends at time t.
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Objectives of the Experiments

• Experiment 1: Compare GVA and MVA in 
terms of accuracy.

• Experiment 2: Determine when MVA is much 
more accurate than GVA.



Performance Metrics

• We estimate the upper level state sequences using GVA and MVA. 

• The performance of the algorithms is evaluated in terms of two  
accuracy rates :

– accuracy rate 1 ≜

• : total number of sequences

• : total number of sequences for which the upper level states are 
always correctly estimated.

– accuracy rate 2 ≜

• : sum of the sequence lengths

• : sum of the times at which the upper level states are correctly 
estimated.

• The accuracy rates are averaged over 100 trials. We generate 100 
sequences for each trial.



Data for Experiment 1 and 2

• Data to be used are randomly generated from two-level 
HHMMs with two level 1 states (1 and 2). 
– In experiment 1, Both state 1 and 2 have 4 child states.

– In experiment 2, state 1 has 8 child states, and state2 has 4 
child states.

• Sampled from Dirichlet distributions with concentration 
parameters equal to 1.0 (i.e. uniform distribution) :
– initial state probabilities for level 1 and  2

– state transition probabilities for level 1 and  2

– Output probabilities

• The state ending probabilities are all 0.1 to make the 
segments longer and make the upper level state 
estimation easier.



Experiment 1

K: number of output symbols
T: length of the sequences



Experiment 2:                           

The figures in red boxes show the differences from the accuracy rates in experiment 1.
While the accuracy rates of GVA are lower, the accuracy rates of MVA do not change
very much. 



Experiment 2: Discussion

While the accuracy rates of GVA are lower, 
the accuracy rates of MVA do not change very much. 

• Since GVA finds the most likely whole level state 
sequence including the lower level states, a model 
which has fewer states, i.e. the upper level state 2, is 
more likely to be chosen by the algorithm because of 
the (possibly) larger transition probabilities in level 2. 

• MVA, which marginalizes the lower level state, does 
not have this problem.
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Conclusions

• GVA, a direct extension of the Viterbi algorithm 
for HMMs, has been used to find the most likely 
state sequence for hierarchical HMMs. 

• However, GVA finds the most likely whole level 
state sequence, but not the most likely upper 
level state sequence. 

• We have proposed MVA that finds the most likely 
upper level state sequence by marginalizing the 
lower level state sequences.

• Using experiments, we have shown that MVA is 
more accurate than GVA in terms of upper level 
state sequence estimation.



Future Work

• Compare GVA and MVA in connected word 
recognition





Two level  HHMM 
which generates data for Experiment 1
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8 109 end

Sub-model λ Sub-model λ’


